CAMPUS

Land area: over 533 hectares

(including 200 hectares of the Qingdao campus which is under construction)

Campus building floor space area: about 1,490,000 square meters

31 SCHOOLS

Library collection: about 4,564,530 volumes

31 FACULTY

Faculty and Staff: 10,200

Professors: 1,107

(including those at the Weihai Campus and the 3 affiliated hospitals included)

Members of Chinese Academy of Sciences and Chinese Academy of Engineering: 8
STUDENT ENROLLMENT

PhD student supervisors: 907
Fulltime students: 60,000
Undergraduate students: 41,103
Graduate students: 16,607

RESEARCH

Research institutes (Centers): 41
Affiliated and teaching hospitals: 14
Laboratories: 175
Doctoral degree programs: 127
Post-doctorate mobile stations: 38
Master 's degree programs: 209
Professional master degree programs: 7

(Law, industrial and commercial management, engineering, clinical medicine, public health, dentistry and public administration)

Academic disciplines offering master degree programs: 10
(Philosophy, economics, law, literature, history, natural sciences, engineering, management, medical studies and education)